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Up Hardy vs. Hardy
Impact  Wrestling
Date: April 12, 2016
Location: Impact Zone, Orlando, Florida
Commentators: D’Angelo Dinero, Josh Matthews

Things have picked up a little bit in recent weeks around here after a
strong showing last week. The big story continues to be the imminent
Tyrus title shot but first we need to get through Matt vs. Jeff, which is
still the biggest feud in the promotion despite Drew Galloway being World
Champion. Let’s get to it.

We open with a recap of Matt Hardy losing to Drew Galloway last week.

Here’s the Matt Hardy Brand to open things up. Matt insults the fans that
paid to see him (even though they don’t charge for tickets) and says
every dollar in his bank accounts was built on the Hardy name. However,
there’s a ball and chain around his ankle and it’s named Jeff Hardy. Jeff
comes out and says the title is bigger than any one of them because it
means who is the best in this business.

Matt claims that he’s carried Jeff over the years and has he’s tired of
seeing Jeff ruin their name. Therefore, Matt wants Jeff to go off and do
his paintings or music or whatever and leave the Hardy name behind
forever. Jeff says no to a match over the name (seriously) but the only
thing that really scares him is Reby’s crazy genes infecting the family
tree. Apparently the fight is on.

Tag Team Titles: Beer Money vs. BroMans vs. Decay vs. Eric Young/Bram

Beer Money is defending and this is one fall to a finish. It’s a huge
brawl to start with Storm heading outside to ride around on the Boozer
Cruiser and hit Bram low. Back in and Bram takes the double suplex which
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means it’s time for the opening bell. It gets annoying to have all that
brawling before the match actually starts with none of it really
counting.

Anyway Young works on Roode to start before Abyss tags himself in, only
to chokeslam his partner onto Bobby for two. Young comes in again and
decks Storm but walks into a backdrop for two. Robbie gets the tag
instead and it’s a BroDown to set up the Adonis Lock on Eric with Abyss
making the save. Everything breaks down and Robbie dives onto Bram and
Steve. Young hits Bram by mistake and it’s the Last Call on Eric to
retain the titles at 4:54.

Rating: D+. The match was watchable enough but it was a lot of chaos for
the sake of Bram and Young screwing up again. I could go for them just
splitting the team and giving Bram the title already as it’s not like
there’s much left for the title anyway. Maybe Bram can get a small rub
off of it but this isn’t doing him anything. Decay and the BroMans were
just window dressing here.

Matt comes up to Jeff and says the match is on for next week but he wants
it to be an I Quit match. Jeff has no problem with this but wants a tag
match tonight with the stipulations on the line. If Matt and Tyrus win
then it’s I Quit. If Jeff and his mystery partner win, it’s Full Metal
Mayhem. So now the main event is a Hardy vs. Hardy match to determine the
stipulations of the next Hardy vs. Hardy match.

Eddie Edwards has been attacked in the back.

Here’s Maria to say it’s time for the genesis of the new Knockouts
division. Maria asks Jade to come out here and hand over the title to its
rightful owner. That’s not cool with Jade because the champ calls the
shot in the division, but here’s Gail Kim to interrupt. We get the
traditional “you have to work for this” thing before Maria laughs at the
Knockouts and how they’re all barking at her.

This brings out Rebel and Marti Belle to say they run this place,
followed by the Beautiful People with Velvet saying they’re the OG
Knockouts. Madison says she knows how to lead, which Velvet doesn’t quite
get. Maria thinks the division needs a leader so here’s Billy Corrgan to



again explain that he has authority around here. He’s been talking to
Dixie and in a week there’s going to be one big match over leadership of
the division. For tonight though, Madison gets a title shot. Everyone
brawls and Maria leaves.

EC3 doesn’t think Mike Bennett is a miracle but he’s certainly talented.
Tonight though, Bennett takes a beating.

Here are Shane Helms and Trevor Lee with something to say. Apparently Lee
was going to fight Eddie Edwards but that surprise attack has changed
plans. There’s a replacement though.

Trevor Lee vs. DJZ

Non-title for whatever reason. DJZ starts fast and snaps off a
headscissors before hitting a big flip dive over the top to take Trevor
out. A tornado DDT looks to put Lee away but Shane offers a distraction,
allowing Trevor to load up his fisherman’s DDT. DJZ is ready though and
grabs a small package for the pin at 2:59.

Post match Edwards runs out to save DJZ from a post match beatdown.

Bennett promises to beat Carter tonight.

Drew Galloway will be Jeff’s partner tonight.

Mike Bennett vs. Ethan Carter III

Carter takes him down and hammers away to start before cranking on the
arm for some chops. They head outside with Bennett not being able to
suplex him onto the ramp, only to have Carter give him one instead. Back
in and Maria rakes the eyes while Bennett chokes on the ropes to give
Mike his first real advantage.

Carter fights back but Bennett grabs the ropes to block an Irish whip. A
jumping Downward Spiral gets two for Ethan and the TK3 gets the same with
Maria having to put Mike’s foot on the rope. Ethan gives chase but walks
into a cutter for no cover. Instead Bennett brings in a chair, which
Carter takes away and uses on Bennett for the DQ at 7:28.



Rating: C+. This was all about setting up a rematch and there’s nothing
wrong with that. Carter and Bennett have some chemistry together and
Bennett is going to be a good choice for a main event player, assuming he
gets past the whole Miracle thing, which really isn’t working for me. At
least the match was good and the rematch should be even better.

We look back at Al Snow beating down Mahabali Shera and Grado two weeks
back.

Snow is willing to apologize tonight.

Al Snow is in the ring to talk about what he did two weeks ago and
apologize. All he wanted to do was make sure that some young talent paid
some dues. Cue Shera to get in Snow’s face and yell about how his friend
is in the hospital. Snow says he’s been doing this a long time and it’s
all he knows. Back in his day, you had to earn your way in here and
that’s what he wanted to happen again.

When he was 19, he was beaten in the back of the head so many times that
he went blind in one eye for over an hour. Snow was trying to relive
those old days and maybe it was out of jealousy but he’s going to pay for
all of Grado’s medical bills. Al agrees to try and do better and offers
to mentor Grado and Shera. That’s fine with Shera and they go to leave,
only to have Snow send him into the steps over and over. The segment
worked well enough but was there NO ONE besides Al Snow that could play
this role? No one at all?

Drew is getting ready when Tyrus comes in and suggests that Drew get a
bodyguard. Bad things happen to good people and he can have his title
shot anytime he wants, which makes him very dangerous.

Knockouts Title: Jade vs. Madison Rayne

Madison is defending and gets an early two count off a rollup. Jade comes
back with a hard shot to the face and something like a reverse DDT for
two. A release northern lights suplex gets the same on Madison but she
comes back with a kick to the head for a breather. Some hard chops have
Jade in trouble and a discus forearm sets up a loud screech. Jade shrugs
them off though and avoids a high cross body, followed by an STO to



retain at 5:15.

Rating: C. This was fine and that’s all it needed to be. Rayne is a good
choice for a first challenge and gets to put Jade over as the new
champion. The division and the title both needed a breath of fresh air
after Gail’s latest title reign and Jade is different enough to make it
work. It wasn’t a great match or anything close to it but it did
everything it was supposed to do.

Matt Hardy/Tyrus vs. Jeff Hardy/Drew Galloway

If Matt’s team wins, next week is an I Quit match but if Jeff’s team
wins, next week is Full Metal Mayhem. Tyrus and Jeff get things going but
things quickly break down with Drew and Jeff cleaning house. Drew isn’t
quite Jeff as he tries some Poetry in Motion but it’s enough to have them
in control as we take a break. Back with Matt pounding Drew down in the
corner, followed by Tyrus stomping on Drew’s hand.

We hit the camel clutch for a bit, followed by a belly to belly for two
on the champ. Drew avoids a charge in the corner and it’s a double tag to
the brothers Hardy. Jeff beats Matt down with ease and gets two off a
backslide. Matt rolls away before the Swanton is launched though so Jeff
dives onto Tyrus instead. A quick Claymore drops Tyrus but Reby slips
Matt a hammer, which goes upside Jeff’s chin. Somehow this doesn’t kill
him so Matt hits a quick Twist of Fate for the pin at 11:54.

Rating: C-. They really need to cut out these screwy endings, even though
they had to do something nefarious here to give us the I Quit match. You
don’t want the champion losing so Jeff taking the fall is the only
option. I get the idea of not wanting it to be clean, but you can’t hold
his foot or use the ropes or something? The only option is HIT HIM WITH A
HAMMER? There’s no in between?

Post match the losers are in the ring when Lashley comes in for some
spears to Galloway.

Overall Rating: C. This was watchable enough but they need to find some
more fresh blood in the main event. Matt vs. Jeff over the Hardy name
really isn’t enough to make me care about whatever they’re doing. Lashley



vs. Galloway for the title is interesting and Bennett vs. Carter should
be good. In other words, this would be setting up a good pay per view
card but that’s not what they have around here so we’re likely getting a
big TV taping instead. Lucky us.

Results

Beer Money b. Decay, BroMans and Eric Young/Bram – Last Call to Young

DJZ b. Trevor Lee – Small package

Mike Bennett b. Ethan Carter III via DQ when Carter used a chair

Jade b. Madison Rayne – STO

Matt Hardy/Tyrus b. Jeff Hardy/Drew Galloway – Twist of Fate to Jeff

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of the History of the Intercontinental Title at Amazon
for just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01D4D3EGQ

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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